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Dear Board ofDirectors:

On behalf of the Syracuse University Colony of Sigma Beta Phi, we hereby
petition the Intemational Fratemity of Delta Sigma Pi for a chapter charter.

We hope that you will agree our colony has achieved the level, and
demonstrated the behavior of, a Delta Sigma Pi chapter. The following
petition includes recommendations to the fact, brief histories our colony life
here at Syracuse University, and also individual biographies of all of our
members.

We look forward to your decision and remaining a strong part of the Delta

Sigma Pi community.

Sincerely, ^^ .

�"�"^ Leonard Behrens II Laura Berthiaume

Abby Black '
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Mr. Dale Clark December 1 9, 2000
Delta Sigma Pi
330 South Campus Avenue
P.O. Box 230

Oxford, Ohio 45056

Dear Dale.

It is a pleasure to write a recommendation on behalfof Sigma Beta Phi, a colony of Delta
Sigma Pi for their membership charter.

My role with the organization is to serve as their advisor. I am their liaison to Syracuse
University, School ofManagement, Alumni and the Business community.

In my brief time (1 V2 years) with the fratemity, I have witnessed phenomenal growth.
They have been responsible, they are concemed about membership, and they are

providing excellent activities and programs on a regular basis. It is apparent that there is

strong leadership and commitment by its members for the fraternity to succeed.

It is refreshing to see a group of students become so involved in their mission. They have
a positive attitude for promoting the fratemity to our student body. They are growing and
I would expect that they should increase significantly over the next three years.

Our Alumni Club has taken a strong interest in them and could be role models for them
as they experience and leam about business. The Alumni Club feels that the membership
of Sigma Beta Phi should be connected to our business community. They can be the

catalyst to make that happen.

I tmly believe they are one of the more exciting groups to emerge and I believe they can

be very successful as a business fi-atemity. They seem to be providing a new activity that
is very appealing and needed for our younger student's population.

Again, I recommend them to you for their charter.

Sincerely,

Russell J. Hamilton
Assistant Dean



To Whom It May Concem:

Please accept this correspondence as a letter of recommendation on behalf of Sigma Beta
Phi.

As President of the Syracuse University School ofManagement Alumni Club, I have had
the pleasure to become associated with the individuals of Sigma Beta Phi, cultivating a

personal as well as business relationship. This bright, energetic and resourceful group,
contacted me, regarding the feasibility of addressing them conceming my background in
the financial industry, and career opportunities. 20+ individuals attended the interactive
session and I believe it was mutually beneficial. In addition, the group recently
conducted a PowerPoint presentation at our semi-annual Board of Directors meeting,
with approximately 50+ people in attendance. The presentation was well planned,
conducted in a professional manner, and stimulated a question and answer session. Not

only was our Executive Committee impressed, George R. Burman, the Dean of the
School of Management, commented that our alumni club is fulfilling a portion of its
mission interacting and supporting the students involved with Sigma Beta Phi.

Their involvement in community service, hosting of professional events and tie in with
School of Management alumni and faculty, provide a foundation for the future of the

proposed colony of Delta Sigma Pi. Myself and the Executive Committee of our Alumni
Club support their mission and goals, through personal involvement, as well as potential
monetary support.

If I may be of further service please do not hesitate to contact me at (3 1 5) 424-6748.

Sincerely,

Mark W. Louer
President

Syracuse University School ofManagement Alumni Club



Febmary 6, 2001

Dale Clark
Delta Sigma Pi
330 South Campus Avenue
Oxford, OH 45056

Mr. Clark -

It is my privilege to give you my recommendation for the installation of the Sigma Beta
Phi colony at Syracuse University.

The colony has worked very hard over the past year. Not only have they met all the

criteria, they have surpassed them. The point I want to emphasize with this
recommendation letter is not the activities they have completed, but what I feel is more

important - what they have leamed about Brotherhood.

This colony has bonded together as a unit to reach their goals. It has been known that

groups that feel as one are more successful, and that is what this chapter has

accomplished. Not only is their bond shown with the activities they have completed, but
it is also noticeable when you speak with them. You can hear the excitement. You can

hear the bond they have. Their success can be proven by the number of new initiates this
semester. Who would want to be part of an organization that isn't positive and top of
their game?

Please, when placing your vote for this colony's installation, please vote yes, because not

only do they have the ability to accomplish Delta Sigma Pi's criteria, but they fixlly
understand Delta Sigma Pi's purpose, and the Brotherhood that binds that purpose.

Fratemally,

Corie Schilberg
Allegheny Regional Director
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History - Syracuse University
Syracuse University is a student-centered academic research institution, serving the
students with a variety of academic programs and degrees in 1 5 colleges. The University
strives towards success always, and has enacted a 5-pointed vision that will carry them in
the future.

Brought together from over 50 states and 90

countries, Syracuse Universities outreach is

tmly global. From fall 1998 figures,
approximately 43% of students are from
New York State, 53% fi"om other states, and
4% fi^om foreign countries. Of these, 54
percent are women and 46 percent are men.

Diversity is a large issue on campus;
represented not only through highly active student organizations, but also through
University enrollment rates. The 1999 undergraduate
class of 1 1,197 included 15.5% African American, Asian (^
American, Native American, and Latino students. 75%) of these undergraduate
students ranked in the top quarter of their high school classes, with the middle 50% of
SAT scores ranging from 1100 to 1300. While the undergraduate class makes up the

majority of students on campus, 6,111 part-time and full time graduate students have

taken up study at the University as well.

At the core of Syracuse University's academic ftinction is it's faculty and staff Full time

faculty total 822, part-time faculty 88, and adjunct faculty 476. The faculty's extensive

knowledge of their subject areas are apparent, especially when 86%) of the fiill-time

faculty have eamed Ph.D. or professional degrees. Supporting the faculty are 2,7888 full-
time staff members, and 342 part-time staff 342. Class size is dictated by the popularity
and level of each class, but generally class sizes are small�85% of undergraduate classes

have fewer than 30 students in them. The undergraduate student to faculty ratio is 13/1.

As a research-institution, Syracuse University has several academically themed libraries,
as well as a 6-story general
contains 2.7million volumes,
000 periodicals/serials, 2,053
and CD-ROMs. The collection
the growing and changing
means of informational
maintains 14 public and over

library. The research framework
3.7 million on microform, 16,3
computer-readable disks, tapes,
is continually expanded to meet

needs of students. As further

gathering, the University
20 departmental computer

clusters. TI connections network the entire campus, with student access available readily
fi-om dormitory rooms, clusters, and classrooms.



Chartered in 1870 as a private, coeducational institution offering programs in the physical
sciences and modem languages, Syracuse University began from one building�The Hall

of Languages. Today, buildings are widespread�the Schine

Student Center, Goldstein Auditorium,
the Carrier Dome, Individual Colleges,
Residence Halls, and South Campus
Living. With so many academic,
extracurricular, and residential

buildings, Syracuse University has left
a definite unavoidable visual mark on the Syracuse City area. One building in particular,
the 50,0 00-seat Carrier Dome Carrier Dome (named so after a $2.75 million gift from
the Carrier Corporation) has gained national attention. c 5*.
Measuring up as the largest collegiate domed arena in the

country, it features a wide variety of Division 1 sporting events

broadcast on national television channels, as well as hosting
concerts and special events.

Tradition is rich in the culture of Syracuse University. To complement it's unique school
color of Orange, the mascot "Otto the Orange" became official in 1995�although,
unofficially, /'^^ ^^^� ^^'^ ^^^'^ ^^ ^^� �^ ^^^ athletic fields for years. Otto

"Saltine Warrior" as the official University Mascot�succeeds the
found to be a

Native American

n 0 culturally inappropriate representation of a fictitious

warrior, it was scrapped in 1978.

The tree-lined scenery of the Syracuse University can

sometimes make the campus feel like an oasis in an otherwise

hectic, crowded world. Students can often be found lounging
and studying on the grassy, quiet quad.
Other sources of "distractions" include
Marshall Street shops and eateries, and the local super mall Carousel
Center. A short drive to Native American Casinos, Buffalo, Rochester
and Ithaca, Syracuse University students find plenty to do.

From its humble beginnings, Syracuse University
has certainly come a long way.



History - School ofManagement

Constmcted in 1983, the School ofManagement houses undergraduate and graduate level
business students�all studying a variety of concentrations ofmanagement related skills.

This 7-story stmcture features 1 1 classrooms equipped with
state-of-the-art teaching technologies, computer clusters
with access to the world wide web and financial

information, a career services center for students to nurture

their competitive edge, meeting places for student groups
and/or students and teachers to work together, and much
more.

Typical classes range from lectures in the large lecture room 010, to classes hosted in one

of the several rooms with high-back rolling chairs and tables in horseshoe shaped layouts,
to the more plain (but still functional) traditional desk and chair layout. Students take
most of their core classes within the SOM building, but some students may find
themselves taking classes at other locations on campus (e.g. math/science courses). The
SOM Atrium is located in the center of the school and has a snack bar, benches, and
study nooks for groups/individuals to meet and work in. The workload is often extensive,
but many professors assign group work to help students work collectively.

Over 1300 students have come here to leam from the schools distinguished faculty. The
school provides Accounting, Finance, Supply Chain, Marketing, and Entrepreneurship
concentrations, or students can elect to combine their own unique interests into a General

Management major. University wide, management majors make up of the more popular
majors on campus, with 13% of the university enrolled in business management
curriculum. As listed by the U.S. News and World Reports, as of the year 2000, the
Syracuse University School of Management is within the top 50 of nationwide business

schools; an accomplishment the school is very proud of

With the help of SOM Dean George R. Burman, the school has made many marked

improvements. Class size, student focus, expansion plans, the targeted mission

statement, and the "5 Values", have all helped them achieve this.



The Mission Statement

"The Syracuse University School ofManagement is a center for
learning focused on entrepreneurial management, integrating
global competition, leadership, and technology management,
and committed to discovering and disseminating knowledge and
providing select educational experiences of the highest caliber to
advance the theory andpractice ofmanagement. "

The 5-Core Values (summarized)

Learning- "Students should develop an appreciation for
the importance of learning and a desire to continue to learn
throughout their lives "

Honesty- "Honesty is the cornerstone of trust"

Effort- "Involving oneself in courses bypaying attention to
what's going on and contributing to the learning process
wheneverpossible

"

Teamwork- "Teamwork is an essential part of success�
students should prepare for their career by engaging in
collaborative learning and learning fundamental skills of
teamwork"

Service- "Students need to learn ways in which business people
can use their skills to improve society

"



History - Sigma Beta Phi

On Febmary 8*, 2000, the future members of the Sigma Beta Phi colony were called

together by a man named Kevin Cobb.

Kevin Cobb (pictured below), or "KC" as he was generally referred to, was a graduate
student on campus and an alumnus of Delta Sigma Pi in his undergraduate days at

B
another college. KC was shocked to discover that such a large
campus as SU did not have a chapter! After going through
many hassles (getting permission, meeting deans, sending mass

tb

emails, etc.), Febmary 8 was one of the many triumphs
resulting from his hard work. An information session was held
for all interested students to find out more about what Delta

Sigma Pi really was. After a short break, any remaining students
who wanted to officially begin a chapter could stay. Those

remaining students began what would prove to be a hard

working Delta Sigma Pi Colony. After a short debate, the name

"Sigma Beta Phi" (Syracuse Business Fratemity) was chosen to

represent the colony. Also, the acting colony officers were

elected: Laura Berthiaume (Pres.), Ramya Venkateswaran (Senior VP), Bethany Kibbe

(VPPA) (later leaving for personal reasons and replaced by Kalen Pascal), Lisa Kelly
(VPCO), Michelle Lin (Secretary), Alexandra Berwitz (Treasurer), Bernard Mathew

(Chancellor), and Michael Lombardi (Historian). This board's members would change
many times before the actual installation of the colony as a chapter.

After the election and the dismissal of the general body, the newly elected officers met

that night to understand what their positions were all about. In the next few weeks they
would meet scores of times to ask questions and plan for |_�^|i�RSHIP ^^� future.
The next months proved to be very challenging for all Di�bICi4TIDN involved.
How does the point system work? How do we plan for < events?

These challenges and more the colony has faced and worked through. Starting from

scratch is never easy to do, but the members of Sigma Beta Phi have met their challenges
and �XP�RI�NC�5 excelled. Their first semester, Sigma Beta Phi planned
many INSIGHTS activities, including: cleaning up the SOM grounds for
incoming CDNTrtCTS students, hosting professional speakers, hosting a

candy sale, and interacting with young children at a neighborhood daycare. Also, after
first deciding on blue and gray, red and black were chosen as the official colony colors.

These colors are prevalent mostly on the colony's website, which was constmcted early
on to provide members access to meeting minutes and event information. Near the end of

the semester, many of the members also were able to attend an end of the year Rose Ball

hosted by the Alpha Kappa Buffalo Chapter.

The colony retumed to their second semester with a different set of elected officers, new
members, and so many plans it was impossible to fit them all in. The semester's eboard

consisted of: Laura Berthiaume (Pres), Jaime Van Epps (SVP), VPPA Vacant (later
filled by Ramya Venkateswaran), Kathryn McCollough (VPCO), Fanny Cheung



(Secretary), Bemard Mathew (Chancellor), and Michael Lombardi (Historian). The
semester's activifies included: an Ice Cream Social, a Holiday Party with patients at the
local Veterans Administration Hospital, several recmiting events, social get-togethers,
charitable donations, and more. Unlike the previous semester, the executive committee
did not plan the events outright�rather, committees were formed that handled each task.
This semester's eboard also realized that planning for the future was important, but
thinking in the present was important as well. They established a list of eboard

expectations, created a committee packet (guidelines to create functional committees),
and distributed surveys to their members to assess the functionality of the colony.

The third semester. Spring 2001, brought the anticipation for the charter into real

perspective. Everyone seemed to realize that our goal was finally coming closer and
closer to becoming a reality. This semester, with a new executive committee (Laura
Berthiaume (Pres), Vacant (SVP), Michelle Lin (VPPA), Thomas Toole (VPCO),
Kathryn McCollough (Secretary), Mateo Tarrats (Chancellor), and Michael Lombardi

(Historian)), the group focused on community service, professional speakers, and the
recmitment of several new and active members.

All three semesters have seen changes in membership, with each semester gaining more

people. While some people left, more joined in their place. In the Spring of 2000, there
were 27 colony members; in the Fall of 2000, there were 30 members; and in the Spring
of 2001, there were 44 members. As illustrated by the graph, Sigma Beta Phi members
have a variety of different majors�different interests in the corporate world, but not
difference enough to separate them. Members have all found something for them within
the organization.

The Sigma Beta Phi Colony of Syracuse University is proud to have achieved so much in,
what we consider, so little time. So many of our goals have materialized, and we could
not be prouder. This has tmly been a test of personal development for us all. We stand

confident that the officials ofDelta Sigma Pi will feel as strongly about or candidacy as

we do.



Photos
Spending Quality Time at a Local Day Care

Cleaning the SOM Grounds

Relaxed Get-together

Halloween Party



Biognqplues
What follows are the biographies of the founding members of
the Sigma Beta Phi Colony. They prove that there is no "coolcie-
cutter" DeltaSig, but that our differences make us stronger and
give us our varying perspectives.



Leonard Samuel Behrens II
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Leonard is from Baltimore, Maryland and a

freshman International Business Major.
His favorite Activity, as stated by him:

"Impressing Myself! In the words of
Charlie Chaplin, "Anyone can make them
cry, but it takes a genius to makes them
smile".
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Laura Ann Berthiaume
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Laura is a Junior General Management
Major from Grafton, MA. Laura is an
avid snowboarder, plays tennis, enjoys
swimming/lifeguarding, and loves the
beach. As for sports, she is a "huge"
Boston Red Sox and New York Knicks
fan. Laura's inspiration can be seen

through the words of Ralph Waldo
Emerson: "Do not go where the path
may lead, go instead where there is no

path and leave a trail".



Abigail (Abby) Black
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Abigail hails from Kennebunk, Maine, and is a

Freshman Undeclared Management Major at
Syracuse. Her favorite activities include both
running and tennis. Quoting the Dave
Matthews Band, Abigail reminds us that: "Life
is short, but sweet for certain".

Megan Bolduc
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Megan is from Groton, Massachusetts. At Syracuse, she is a

Sophomore Marketing Major. Her interests include music (choir and
piano), as well as the theatre and musical theatre. Megan has
several quotes:

"A life lived in fear, is a life half lived"

"That's a shame" :-)

"We may never go back again, that
much is certain"

(~No day but today)



Ryan Ephraim Brook
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2001

Ryan is from Reisterstown, Maryland.
He is a Junior Entrepreneurship
Major, as well as pursuing a

Psychology Major outside of the
School of Management. His interests
lie in music, computers, and skiing.
Ryan's quote is from Chasing Amy:
"It's not who you love. It's how".

Ryan also adds some words of

encouragement, saying that:
"Success is surely in our future".

Ryan M. Butler
Grad: 2004, Joined: Fall 2000

Ryan is from a Freshman Accounting
Major from Sparta, NJ. His hobbies
include several sports: golf, racquetball
and soccer. In the words of Mark Twain,
"Let us endeavor to live, so that when we

die, even the undertaker will be sorry".



Chun "Jocelyn" Chang
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Jocelyn is a Sophomore at Syracuse, majoring
in both Accounting and Information Systems.
Her hometown is Madison, Alabama. Her
favorite interests are reading, and listening to
music. Jocelyn's saying is a possible phrase to
live by, "Live life to the fullest".

Grad:
Jenny Leah Chang

December 2001, Joined: Fall 2000

Jenny is from Brooklyn, New York. She is

studying Information Management and
Technology, as well as Minoring in Marketing.
Jenny is a Senior, but will be graduating in
December of 2001 . Her interests are

extensive, and include: dancing, anything
involved with music, the Internet, chatting on

AIM, pictures, outdoor activities, cooking
various cuisines, and health and fitness.

Jenny also enjoys being involved with

organizations that have a cultural and/or
academic focus. She quotes Lucille Ball as

saying: "One of the things I learned the hard

way was that it doesn't pay to get
discouraged; keeping busy and making
optimism a way of life can restore your faith in

yourself". Jenny also encourages everyone
to: "Be open-minded, live each day to listen to
a song, read a poem, look at a good piece of
art and most importantly say something
reasonable to each other".



Fanny Cheung
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Fanny is from Brooklyn, New York. At
Syracuse, she is a Junior
Entrepreneurship and Marketing Major.
Her hobbies include learning to bake and
cook, tutoring children, art, and reading.
She quotes an unknown source with,
"Never be afraid to try something new.

Remember, amateurs built the ark.
Professionals built the Titanic."

Gordon Cheung
Grad: 2003, Joined: Fall 2000

Gordon is a Junior finance and Information

Systems majoring. He is from Brooklyn, NY.
Gordon's favorite activities include Delta

Sigma Pi, movies, basketball, and traveling.



Julie Covitz
Grad: 2004, Joined: Fall 2000

Julie is from Weymouth, Massachusetts. At

Syracuse, she is a Sophomore studying both

Marketing and Psychology. Her interests
include both Swimming and Skiing. Julie's
favorite quote is from the play Rent, "No day
but today".

Rebecca Currier
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Rebecca is an undecided Sophomore
at Syracuse. She lives is Auburn,
New York, and enjoys swimming,
cross-country skiing, and racing.



Caitlin Doyle
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Caitlin is from Windham, New York. She is a

Freshman Finance and Entrepreneurship
Major. Caitlin's favorite activities include rock

climbing, traveling, skiing, and cooking.

Tracy H. Dubnoff
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2001

Tracy is a Junior Accounting Major from
Fayetteville, New York. She also is

pursuing an Information Studies Minor.
Her interests include being a teaching
assistant for ballroom dancing and

serving as an undergraduate member for
the promotion and tenure committee.

Tracy also enjoys ice skating, being a

member of Hillel, and Lifeguarding.
Tracy shares a quotation from Arthur

O'Shaunessey: "We are the music

makers, and we are the dreamers of the
dream. Wandering by lone sea breakers,
and sitting by desolate streams. World
losers and world forsakers, for whom
the pale moon gleams. Yet we are

movers and the shakers of the world
forever it seems."



Brian Dzierzynski
Grad: 2004, Joined: 2001

Brian is from Summit, New Jersey. He is a

Freshman Marketing Major in the School of
Management. Brian's interests include both

bowling and music.

Megan Guidone
Grad: 2004 (2005 CPA), Joined: Spring 2001

Megan is from New Haven, Connecticut. She
is a Freshman Accounting Major, and likes to
travel and run. Megan's favorite saying is:

"Worrying does not empty tomorrow of its

strength, it empties today of its strength".



Cynthia (Cindy) Hart
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Cynthia Hart is a Freshman Undecided Business Major
from Boston, Massachusetts. She is a member of the
Syracuse University marching band and the Sour
Sitrus Society. Cynthia also enjoys going to the gym.
Her favorite motto is: "Don't take yourself too seriously,
nothing is worth having a nervous breakdown over".

Katherine Karpati
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Katherine is from North Haledon, New Jersey.
She is a Junior Advertising and Marketing
Major. Katherine participates in Delta Sigma
Pi, is a hockey fan, and loves shopping.



Matthew Robert King
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Matthew is from Clifton Park, New York. He
is a Freshman Accounting and Finance
Major at Syracuse. Matthew likes
basketball, fishing, and movies. He shares
two quotes:

"Money isn't the most important thing in life,
love is... it's a good thing I love money"

"If babies are so cute, why are there so

many ugly people in the world?"

(-Charles Barkley)

William Kai Ning Li
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

William is from Manhattan, New York. He is a

Sophomore Marketing and Information

Systems Major. His activities include being in
Delta Sigma Pi, being a Resident Advisor,
fencing, and playing the saxophone and
clarinet. William's quote comes from the band

N'Sync:

"And I will take you in my arms
And hold you right where you belong

Till the day my life is through
This I promise you, baby

Just close your eyes each loving day
And know this feeling won't go away

No, every word I say is true,
This I promise you..."



Michelle Lin
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Michelle is a Sophomore from Paramus,
New Jersey. She studies Finance and
Marketing. Michelle's interests include
singing, painting (including acrylic), and
having an overall "huge passion for art".
Her other activities include being a part
of a volunteer organization, being a

Resident Advisor, and being a member
of ASIA (Asian Students in America).
Michelle notes that she loves children,
and in the future she would like to help
children with leukemia in some fashion.
Her personal motto is: "To love is to risk

being loved in return, to hope is to risk

pain, to try is to risk failure, but the

greatest risk of all is to risk nothing".
Michelle adds, "DeltaSig ROCKS! �"

Anthony J. Lombard
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Anthony is a Sophomore Finance Major.
He is from Fairport, New York. His
favorite activities include the investment
club, break-dancing, and playing various

sports. Anthony also likes to collect

sports cards and memorabilia. He
shares two quotes:

"If miracles didn't happen, there wouldn't
be a word for them"

"You never know a person's whole story,
so don't pretend that you do"



Michael Christopher Lombardi
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Michael is a Junior from Niskayuna, New York.
He is studying Marketing and Supply Chain

Management, and pursuing a minor in Public
Affairs with a concentration in Government
and Business. Michael's activities on campus
include being a Resident Advisor and a Peer
Facilitator/Advisor, playing in the university
Orchestra, and staying active as a member of
NRHH (National Residence Hall Honorary).
His quote is from Semisonic's song "Closing
Time": "Every new beginning/Comes from
some other beginning's end".

Ya-Ching (Carol) Lu
Grad: 2002, Joined: Spring 2000

Carol is originally from Taiwan, but now

resides in New Jersey. She is a Junior CPA

Accounting Major, as well as pursuing a

Major in Finance and a Minor in Economics.
Her hobbies include dreaming, and Delta

Sigma Pi. On a personal note, Carol shares
these words of wisdom: "Love deeply and

passionately, you might get hurt, but it's the

only way to live life completely...so never

stop loving the things around you...
yup... including yourself..."



Bernard Mathew
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Bernard is from Guam, a territory of the
United States. He is a Junior Marketing
and Supply Chain Management Major.
Bernard likes both soccer and basketball.
His quote comes from Pericles: "Be ruled

by time, the wisest counselor of all".

Kathryn Lenore McCollough
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Kathryn is from a Sophomore from
Foxboro, Massachusetts. She is Majoring
in Marketing and Minoring in Public
Communications. Kathryn's on-campus
activities include being a floor

representative for the Sadler Hall Council,
becoming a founding member of the

Syracuse Chapter, and holding officer

positions. From the mind of an unknown
author, Kathryn shares these words:
"Love is composed of a single soul

inhabiting two bodies".



Annette Medalie
Grad: 2004, Joined: Fall 2000

Annette is from Waverly, New York. She
is a Freshman Marketing and Finance
Major. Annette has several interests,
including basketball, soccer, Taebo, the
Syracuse University marching band, and
the Sour Sitrus Society. Her favorite
saying is: "The number of people looking
at you is directly proportional to your
actions".

Brian Andrew Morris
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Brian is a Sophomore. He is pursuing
an Entrepreneurship Major at the School
of Management. Brian is from Auburn
New York.



Jay Kenneth Morrison
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2001

Jay is from Plymouth, Minnesota. He is a

Sophomore Finance and Information
Studies Major. Jay's interests include
basketball and snowboarding.

Balbina Noceda
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Balbina is originally from Spain, but now
lives in White Plains, New York. She is a

Freshman Marketing Major. Balbina's
interests include soccer, field hockey,
shopping, and as she puts it, "really
anything". Balbina shares two

inspirational phrases:

"A true friend is one who you can sit in
silence with and walk out feeling like it

was the best conversation ever"

"Live everyday as if it was your last
because one day it will be your last"



Zoltan Priplata
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Zolton is from Wappinger Falls, New York.
He is an Undecided Freshman Business
Major. Zolton's hobbies include soccer,
racquetball, and videogames.

Adam John Roberts
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Adam is a Freshman from Avon, New York.
He is Majoring in Marketing and Minoring in
Music Industry. Adam's interests include

basketball, racquetball, listening to music,
and Syracuse sports. His saying: "Whoever
said 'It's not whether you win or lose'

probably lost".



Jeannette Rodden
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Jeannette is from Eddystone, Pennsylvania.
At Syracuse, she is an Undecided Freshman
Business Major. Jeannette likes going to the
shore, playing lacrosse, and hanging out
with her friends.

Kimberly A. Salley
Grad: 2004, Joined: Fall 2000

Kimberly is from Spring, Texas. She is
a Sophomore Advertising Major.
Kimberly's varied interests include being
a handgun marksman, watching pro
wrestling and football, music, beading,
dancing, balloon art, and speaking
Spanish. She is also in the Honors

Program and a Veterans Administration
Hospital Volunteer.



Daniel Sivecz
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Daniel is a Freshman from Akron,
Massachusetts. He is Majoring in both
Finance and Public Relations. Daniel's
interests include basketball, weightlifting,
the stock market, and watching movies.
He gives two quotes:

"Do the best you can, and leave the rest up
to God"

"Don't give up...don't ever give up."
(-Jimmy V)

Geoff Soule
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Geoff is from Hanover, Massachusetts. He
is a Freshman Finance and CPA
Accounting Major. Geoff's favorite
activities are water-skiing, boating, and
skiing.



Kathy Talaga
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Kathy is from Erdenheim, Pennsylvania.
She is a Sophomore with several majors:
Marketing, Entrepreneurship, and Spanish.
Kathy's favorite interests are physical
fitness, reading, and Syracuse University
Ambulance. She quotes the band Talking
Heads: "Watch out; you might get what
you're after".

Mateo Tarrats
Grad: 2002, Joined: Spring 2000

Mateo is a Junior from Port Jervis, New

Jersey. He is a Marketing and Supply
Chain Management Major, and also a

Psychology Minor. Mateo's like to sing and
write music, the outdoors, and playing
sports. In his own words, he "will try almost
anything once". Mateo's favorite saying is:
"It's all good".



Sharon Timure
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Sharon is a Sophomore from Parma,
Ohio. She is Majoring in Accounting
and Television/Radio/Film. Sharon's
interests include music, radio and
television.

Thomas Toole
Grad: 2004, Joined: Fall 2000

Thomas is from Chester Springs,
Pennsylvania. He is a Sophomore
Entrepreneurship and Finance Major.
Thomas's activities include running, ultimate
Frisbee, listening to punk rock,
snowboarding, being an Eagle Scout, PBR,
and "ladies". Thomas shares two quotes:

"I've heard more stories about mothers,
fathers, sisters, and farm animals than I

care to hear for the rest of my life"

(-Albert Pepe)

"Am I the only one who feels like going
nowhere is like giving up?"

(-Less Than Jake)



Jamey Van Epps
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Jamey is from Adams, New York. At

Syracuse, Jamie is a Junior Majoring in
General Management Studies. He likes

tennis, going out with friends, movies, and

working with kids. In the words of past
President Ronald Reagan, "You can

accomplish much if you don't care who gets
the credit".

Ramya Venkateswaran
Grad: 2003, Joined: Spring 2000

Ramya is from Dubai, located in the
United Arab Emirates. She is a Junior

Marketing and International Business

Major. Ramya's activities include

being a member of NRHH (National
Residence Hall Honorary), a Resident
Advisor and a Peer Facilitator/Advisor,
and an Ambassador to the School of

Management. Her other interests
include tennis, rollerblading, movies
and traveling. In the words of Stephi

Graff: "A certain amount of arrogance
is okay, but it is important to never lose

respect for others".



Katherine Anna Zenczak
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Katherine is a Freshman from Brecksville, Ohio. She is Majoring in

Accounting and pursuing a CPA. Katherine's interests include

running, the investment club, and being a Bishop Fiery Foundation (of
Syracuse) Tutor. She shares two sayings:

"Every now and then it is good to pause in our pursuit of happiness
and just be happy"

"I hope I may always desire more than I can accomplish"

Li-Hua (Linda) Zhu
Grad: 2004, Joined: Spring 2001

Linda is from New York, New York. She is
a Sophomore Marketing and Information

Systems Major. Linda enjoys playing
tennis, and her favorite saying is "Beauty is

simplicity".
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